POLICY AND ORGANIZATION GROUP
Committee Triennial Strategic Plan (TSP)
Committee Name and Number: National Transportation Data Requirements and
Programs (ABJ10)
Committee Chairperson: Lisa Aultman-Hall, University of Vermont
TSP Three-Year Period: April 2018 to April 2020
Date Prepared: January 18, 2018
Note: Recent years have been unusual for ABJ10. Committee membership, active
committee involvement and production of papers, research need statements and other
activities have been limited in part because ABJ10 has spawned historic foci into other
committees and task forces. Our subcommittee, ABJ10(1) on long-distance and
intercity travel, started only 3 years ago, has been responsible for our recent annual
meeting activity. Due to leadership transition and membership term limits, this draft
plan was produced after TRB 2018. It is being reviewed by committee stakeholders at
the same time as the Section. In other words, the plan is “very draft” and the specific
activities are limited as ABJ10 re-groups and attempts growth.
COMMITTEE FUTURE OUTLOOK STATEMENT:
Committee Mission: ABJ10 is a hub for research related to national data that
describe passenger travel and vehicles (both air and surface) whether collected by
transportation agencies, other public agencies, or the private sector. The committee
hosts research discussions and disseminates research results that answer questions
related to national data programs and national transportation policy. Research
issues that span numerous states as well as international travel and comparisons
are important. Data standards, innovative data fusion and identification of data
gaps, including proposing methods to fill these gaps, are of particular interest to the
committee. The structuring of statistical standards and criteria that guide data
programs for national coverage and international comparisons are essential
elements of the committee’s work.
Committee Scope: The committee’s scope to identify research needs, bring
together researchers and practitioners, and disseminate cutting edge research is
complementary yet distinct from our sister committees in the TRB Data and
Information Section including the Committees on Statewide and Urban
Transportation Data and Information Systems. We seek to complement, not
duplicate, the critical national data functions and committees of the USDOT and
AASHTO. Given these boundaries, ABJ10 focuses on data which are collected at the
national or international scale or data that directly inform development of national
transportation policies. We maintain an interest in all national data programs but
do not focus on those that are adequately addressed by other committees such as
the freight or safety committees. Rather ABJ10 identifies emerging national needs
around passenger travel and ensures important nation-to-nation comparisons are
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possible. Our scope and recent growth have been impacted by ABJ10(1) the
Subcommittee on Long-distance and Intercity Travel. As non-daily and longdistance travel increases, in miles and importance, ABJ10 focuses on the data
describing this passenger travel and the vehicles, including new vehicle technologies
and modes, which serve this travel demand.
Factors and Influences that will shape the Committee’s Activities:
 Members of ABJ10 have traditionally been both holders and users of longstanding USDOT databases. Advanced methods to combine different national
datasets including those collected by non-transportation agencies have
offered the opportunity to grow the research and policy areas addressed by
national data. ABJ10 offers a venue for both methodological research on
fusion as well as the national policy questions.
 While many countries, and a limited number of US states, collect longdistance travel data, the United States has not collected such data since 1995.
Filling this data and research gap is an important topic for the committee.
 Big data, especially the potential to collect passive and semi-passive data
with mobile devices, offers multi-modal travel data collection at the national
and international scale. Methodological research is needed to address
coverage and data quality concerns.
 National and international travel is increasingly undertaken for personal
purposes. Given this, ABJ10 seeks to advance inclusion of tourism and
leisure trips in transportation data research.
 Connected and autonomous vehicles are very quickly advancing within the
transportation system and planning. National data needs around this new
element of the passenger vehicle fleet and usage patterns can be identified
and researched by the ABJ10 community.
 In 2018, the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) will be released. The
NHTS is currently the nation’s most comprehensive source of national travel
data. Partnerships with TRB Task Forces working with the NHTS area are
important to ABJ10.
 By their nature, national and international data are the input for travel
demand models, require innovative survey methods, include multiple modes
and must incorporate changing human travel behavior. Therefore, ABJ10
partners beyond the Data and Information Section of the TRB Technical
Division and values international membership.
COMMITTEE ACTION PLAN FOR 2018




Update Committee Name to diversify involvement
o Options: National Transportation Data; National and International
Travel Data; National Passenger Transportation Data; National
Transportation Data Systems
Engage a new group of committee volunteers.
o Establish a paper review chair and team.
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o Appoint 3-5 new members including one new member. Cultivate up
to 15 members for appointment in 2019.
o Balance academic, private sector and public sector membership
Issue calls for papers written by new committee volunteers in the areas
identified for focus during January 2018 committee and sub-committee
meetings (share these calls with non-traditional lists):
o Long-distance travel
o Multi-modal Data - Integrating Longer Distance Highway travel with
Air, Bus and Rail
o National data needs for CAV Fleets and Travel
o Data Fusion: Bringing National Data Together
o National and International Tourism and Leisure Travel
Host a midyear meeting after the August NHTS Workshop with phone-in
option (and cultivate ABJ10 involvement with NHTS workshop attendees)
Improve paper quality to increase publication rate (only 1 of 15 papers was
published in 2018 – this goal/task will be led this year by ABJ10(1)). This
“carrot” of having publication space will be used to attract the “best”
researchers. Publications standards will remain high so that over the longterm TRR becomes a large collection of, and well-regarded venue for,
national and international travel data research.

COMMITTEE HISTORY
Existing Committee Scope: The scope of this committee includes the development of
nationwide and international data on transportation needed to support decision
making, and data-related research in all sectors of transportation. All aspects of data
development are of interest including: design, collection, analysis, reporting,
funding, administration, dissemination, and coordination of statistical programs. Of
particular interest is the coordination of transportation statistical programs with
non-transportation programs; coordination between national level and other
programs, including international, private, state, and local systems; and the
structuring of statistical standards and criteria that guide the development of
comprehensive transportation programs.
Number of members December 2017 (note that all but 4 members expire in Spring
2018):
Total Members
10
Regular Member Slots
9
International Member Slots 0
State DOT Slots
0
Young Member Slots
1
Emeritus Members
0

Papers reviewed during the last year

15
3

Paper

Papers recommended for publication

1

Review:

Annual Meeting Sessions Sponsored (Lists of sessions for the last year attached.)
Paper/conference sessions
Poster session
Workshop
Published meeting
Gathering
Cosponsored sessions/meetings

2
1
0
2
0
1

Poster Session: Understanding Longer-Distance Journeys
Podium Session: Generation Next: The Future of Multimodal Travel Behavior Data
Invited Panel: Modeling Intercity Long-Distance Travel: Bringing Air and Surface
Modes Together
Lectern Session: Research Using Cellular Phone Data for Intercity Travel
Research Problem Statements: 0
Subcommittees: Long Distance and Intercity Travel, ABJ10(1), Joint Subcommittee
of ABJ10, ABJ00, ABJ40
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POLICY AND ORGANIZATION GROUP
Committee Triennial Strategic Plan (TSP)
COMMITTEE ON STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION DATA AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (ABJ20)
Committee Name and Number: ABJ20, Statewide Transportation Data and
Information Systems
Committee Chairperson: Coco Briseno, California Department of Transportation (Division of
Research, Innovation and System Information)
Vice Chairperson: Peggi Knight, Iowa Department of Transportation (Office of Research and
Analytics)
TSP Three‐Year Period: April 2018 to April 2021
Date Prepared: April 2018
Committee Future Outlook Statement
Current Committee Scope
Foster research and technology transfer activities pertaining to transportation data and
information systems for statewide planning, project development, operations, and safety. A
primary concern is to promote data integration across systems to support strategic intermodal
statewide transportation planning across all modes of transportation.
The committee will seek to identify system requirements, techniques and capabilities that reflect
best practices for use of statewide data in the areas of data collection, management, analysis,
research, visualization, reporting, dissemination and collaboration.
Factors and Influences That Will Shape the Committee’s Activities

Short Term:
FAST Act Data Requirements
State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), Metropolitan Transportation Planning Agencies,
Local Agencies and Transit Agencies will be challenged to develop and maintain data programs to
support FAST Act performance measures, asset management, safety data management, and
infrastructure conditions, as well as, the ability to integrate data to answer increasingly complex
questions. Opportunities exist for collaborative solutions for maintaining all public roads and
leveraging geospatial technologies, such as using linear reference methods as a foundation for
data management.
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The ability to implement systems and technologies that provide for the presentation and analysis
of federally prescribed performance measures will impact DOT technology implementations.
System methodologies that seamlessly integrate data will be critical to effectively and efficiently
build and sustain performance measurement capabilities.
The resources required to maintain an all-roads network may move DOTs to a collaborative
environment with local and regional agencies. System requirements to provide a shared data
creation and maintenance environment would be needed. Smart city infrastructure will provide
additional opportunities for FAST Act data collection and coordination.
Asset Management
One of the key aspects of the development of asset management is an effective data program.
This includes all aspects from collection, QA/QC, management, integration, visualization, analysis,
and distribution. The way in which transportation agencies collect, capture, store, and analyze
data will continue to evolve with advances in technology, such as mobile computing, advanced
sensors, distributed databases, and spatial technologies (GPS) that can deliver increased accuracy.
Guidance should be developed to reflect best practices for managing, preserving, cataloguing,
collecting and analyzing assets and related data. In addition, data at state (and local)
transportation agencies is also an important asset and therefore needs to be systematically
managed with established asset management processes and principles.
Performance Management
As agencies advance from performance reporting efforts to a management of performance, data
needs and quality are likely to change too. Initially, agencies reported on existing measures as a
scorecard and transparency effort, both internally and externally to stakeholders. As the practice
becomes more refined to the management and decision making being tied to performance, the
data quality will become more important within the agencies process. NCHRP Report 660
(Transportation Performance Management) cites the challenges to both of setting realistic goals
and managing the process of decision making. The need for integration of data across multiple
divisions within an agency plays into the need for enterprise resources (see Decision Support
Systems) and a unified plan for managing the data (see Data Collection and Management
Technologies). Additionally, the agency must fully understand what the data is and is not telling
them in order to properly report and utilize the data within performance management.
Decision Support Systems
Agencies will need best practices and proven approaches to identify, plan and provide integrated
data and solution environments. Tremendous focus has been placed on collecting and managing
data for decades. System development has historically targeted a focused and independent
business unit. It is increasingly important to develop and design data systems to collect, manage,
and analyze data that are integrated and available to support capabilities to collaborate, analyze,
and disseminate the data. Additionally, agencies will need to review how they supply resources to
the decision making systems in terms of manpower, server space, and application enhancement
justification to maintain the efficient and effective utilization of these systems.
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Transformative Technologies
Emerging technologies and concepts, such as autonomous vehicles (AV), connected vehicles (CV),
internet of things, and smart cities, will likely impact the collection and use of transportationrelated data in a profound manner. It is imperative for state and local transportation agencies to
understand and prepare for these changes in the short term, and evolve their processes and data
systems accordingly in the mid to long term. The operations of AV/CV can significantly benefit
from access (some on a real-time basis) to statewide data including traffic, roadway,
infrastructure, restriction, parking, and incident information. The sensors and communications
devices on-board AV/CV vehicles and on future connected infrastructure components generate
and collect a massive amount of travel and related data, which can be of significant value for
operations, planning, and analysis at transportation agencies. The emergence of AV/CV and
internet of things may potentially render many of the current transportation infrastructure and
data obsolete. The recent smart city initiative will provide examples on how to develop a truly
integrated, intelligent transportation system that benefits all users, and how the traditional
transportation processes, infrastructure, and data will need to evolve to meet the future
transportation needs.
There are potentials for collaborative research with other committees as the transformative
technologies will have a significant impact on the skills and capabilities of agency staff. This
growth of both the technology and the knowledge to manage and use this data properly need to
occur in unison on order to achieve full potential.
Data Collection and Management Technologies
Technological advancements in both equipment and infrastructure will offer opportunities and
challenges to have data support planning, project development, maintenance, and operations
(e.g., pavement condition technologies, LiDAR, etc.). Real‐time data collection technologies
include, but are not limited to, cameras, traffic flow information, Bluetooth technology, probe
vehicles, road weather, freight movement digital tags, video logs, connected vehicle technology,
and electronic crash reporting. Preparing for constantly changing data sources and types will
complicate management and maintenance of the data. Data quality and validation, privacy and
legal concerns, co‐mingling of public and private data, dual use of legacy systems for both
real‐time and planning, system performance metrics, and data management strategies for serving
multiple agency needs and managing the confidentiality of data will need to be considered. States
are struggling to keep the resources they have to manage statewide datasets. Determining how
best to manage increasingly large data sets will make a difference in having secure and accurate
database assets. In addition, more and more data are becoming available at all geographic levels,
and there is an ongoing need for data integration and interoperability.
Multi-Modal Program Data Needs
Agencies must define the following:
 What are the core transportation data needs for their integrated multi-modal strategic
plan?
 How should multiple sources of information be synthesized?
 How should avoid duplication of effort be avoided?
 How should the data be effectively shared?
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How will a data governance/business plan to execute these strategies be developed?

States are beginning to invest in non-highway data programs (bicycle, pedestrian, climate change,
etc.). Now that data are being collected, over the next several years, agencies will need to
integrate these data into regular business practices by integrating these datasets with other
critical information such as safety, maintenance and operations datasets.
Value of Data
Demonstrating the value of data and transforming that data into useful information and
presenting this information to decision‐makers and stakeholders, is the ultimate goal for
transportation data program managers. There has been much advancement in business
intelligence tools (software for analysis, reporting and visualization) that present opportunities for
transportation agencies. In support of this, transportation data management includes establishing
an inventory of predictable and reliable data feeds to support the provision of high quality data to
both internal and public consumers. Evaluating data quality is a necessary first step in identifying
gaps in the transportation data programs.
The value of data is multiplied when the information derived from it can be combined with data
collected from different programs. Data are collected/analyzed by different business units in a
DOT for one of several reasons:
 It is federally mandated
 It is mandated by state government
 It is necessary to do business
The value of the data can be determined in multiple ways. Efforts internal to an agency must
constantly review how the collection and management of a single dataset is valued. This might be
by labor, materials, and/or software licensing. Return on investment for the data is important as
agency budgets are tight. Alternatively, states must also assess the value of private sector (forprofit) data in the multimodal planning effort. There are many challenges associated with obtaining
and negotiating the use of private sector data, including (but not limited to) cost, strict use policies,
timelines, coverage, and quality. No matter the source, all data sets are subject to review and
prioritization according to value and the available funds.
Information system capabilities for analysis, visualization and presentation (Business Intelligence)
will be critical in the future. In addition, opportunities exist for helping states with implementing
the systems framework for assessing the adequacy, direction, and management of data programs
delivered under NCHRP 08‐36 Task 100, ‘Transportation Data Self‐Assessment Guide,’ and NCHRP
08-92 Report 814, ‘Data to Support Transportation Agency Business Needs: A Self-Assessment
Guide.’
Stakeholder Information Needs
Understanding the consumer’s data needs, how these needs are affected by changes in the
transportation network, how to anticipate their changing needs, how they access transportation
data, and how we present the information and metadata are critical components of data
programs. It is particularly important to understand how to communicate across all levels of
4
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internal and external stakeholders (from executive management to subject matter experts to “in
the field” data users, executive, governance, IT, planning, business units).
Developing system requirements and best practices for information delivery and communication
strategies will be required to better position transportation data investments.
Long Term:
Work Force Development and Knowledge Management
State transportation agencies will lose a significant portion of the experienced, knowledgeable
technical leadership through retirements over the next five years. Agencies will need to develop
comprehensive work force development and knowledge management programs to meet the
knowledge, skills, and abilities that will be required in the future. This is especially true in the data
and information programs, where there are rapid changes and increasing demands from the data
programs. Agencies will need programs to share new ideas on information technology delivery,
emerging technologies, best practices, strategies to address performance issues, and pertinent
new research.
Open Source Data
The basic principle behind open data is that the data released are free to use, reuse, and
redistribute. The Open Data Institute has a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) page on open data
(http://theodi.org/guides/what‐open‐data) that can be a base guide to understanding. The next
step is realizing what this could mean for agencies dealing with transportation data. Opening the
data to app developers, researchers, transportation enthusiasts, and others empowers them to
find new ways to use and visualize the data. Many transit providers have opened their data to the
public in an effort to better serve their ridership. However, challenges are present, such as data
quality, licensing, and future balance of internal vs external need for a specific data set.
Integration of Non-traditional Data Sources to Support Future Transportation Policy Decisions
There does not seem to be a clear direction in the near‐term for a National Policy on addressing
climate change, revenue enhancement based on vehicle‐miles‐traveled (VMT), or surcharges for
vehicle emissions. With the increasing financial and environmental challenges facing state
transportation agencies down the road, there may be substantive changes in the need for data
collection and value‐added information forecasts.
Committee Future Outlook
The Committee on Statewide Data and Information Systems aims to encourage effective data and
information programs across all modes of transportation by fostering research that will expand and
synthesize pertinent knowledge, and to improve information exchange and dissemination about data
governance.
The committee has four major goals for the future:

Goal 1:

Advance best practices in statewide data management and information
dissemination.
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Goal 2:

Goal 3:
Goal 4:

Continually foster and contribute to the research, development, and
implementation of statewide data and information systems in transportation
agencies.
Communicate research findings, best practices and related information on
statewide transportation data and information systems.
Establish strategic partnerships with transportation agencies, policy makers and
researchers, to foster information exchange, partnerships, and collaboration on
critical issues.

Committee Plan
Emerging Issues Inside and Outside the Committee Scope
The most critical issues related to transportation data and information systems, as viewed by the
ABJ20 membership, are:


Consolidated Road Centerline Network – develop state comprehensive road centerline
networks, including being able to view data directionally in addition to by centerline.



Data Exposure – develop inventories on data sources, implement data assessment
processes that includes risk assessment and data gap analysis, and develop methodologies
to communicate with stakeholders on data for decision-making.



Data Collection Technologies – address and share the new and emerging data collection
technologies, including integration and communicating the hybrid data to the consumers.



Communication – focus on how we communicate transportation information to
stakeholders and how we can use the social media, new and emerging technologies,
listserves, and other means to our advantage.



Enterprise Information Management – expand the enterprise information management
area to cover cloud strategies, data fusion, metadata, communication, risk assessment, gap
analysis, cross asset analysis, data management, data governance and data program selfassessment.



System Requirements for Data Integration – develop a sub-group to focus on best
practices, capabilities and methodologies for integrating data across the DOT enterprise
Information Technology (IT) environment, and incorporating data
management/governance into the systems development processes.



System Requirements for Application Areas – develop a sub-group to focus on best
practices, capabilities and methodologies for specific application areas.
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Projects and Activities
The list below will be used in the coming years to accomplish the four major goals identified by the
committee. Most of these projects move the committee forward on more than one goal.
Goal 1:
 Explore the development of Subcommittees or Task Forces for high priority topics (i.e.,
implementation of data program self-assessment, development of a peer exchange,
implementation of system self-assessment and webinars starting with topics on data
business plans and data governance).
 Seek funding for and conduct one annual peer exchange.
 Co-sponsor or participate in other peer exchanges on topics concerning statewide
transportation planning, in addition to asset and performance management sponsored by
other TRB and AASHTO committees or carried out through the FHWA Capacity Building
Program.
 Participate with FHWA/AASHTO in other best practices and capacity building activities such
as case studies, syntheses, scans, expert panels, and training.
 Develop a collection of best practices on data issues (Data Quality Checks, LRS, etc).
Goal 2:
 Develop a focused Call for Papers based on the factors influencing the committee (starting
with Data Governance).
 Hold joint meetings to guide transportation data coordination efforts. Explore the
possibility of regional meetings.
Goal 3:
 Use the TRB Annual and Summer Meeting sessions for sharing and highlighting research
results and current practice in statewide transportation planning.
 Consider doing a survey of State DOTs related to data and information systems, similar to
the survey done for the GIS-T conference.
Goal 4:
 Establish strategic partnerships with Transportation agencies, policy makers and
researchers.
 Recruit additional state DOT State Data Managers and information technology
representation on the committee to build relationships between the committee, AASHTO
and the academic community to encourage more research.

Communication
ABJ20 has a new committee web site: https://sites.google.com/site/trbcommitteeabj20/.
Communication focus areas include:
•
•
•

Make the Committee web site (a) an active source of information for committee members,
(b) a portal to share transportation news, and (c) a resource to provide committee history.
Continue to develop a strong web presence for ABJ20 and move into social media options
that allow for two-way communication.
Strengthen and add to cross‐committee liaisons with clear reporting responsibilities.
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•

•
•

Start a liaison with state DOT data managers. There is also a wealth of knowledge among
the state DOT data managers. ABJ20 needs to determine ‘who they are’ and develop a
forum for them to more readily communicate with each other.
Strengthen partnerships with federal agencies.
Promote participation in committee activities with a diverse membership and a large
network of friends (including young and minority group representatives) and with
representation from all modes of transportation, passenger and freight, and a variety of
transportation organizations.

Membership
• Update Committee membership to maintain balanced representation of both established
and emerging technologies.
• Maintain an updated committee friends list, include committee friends in regular
committee communications, and engage friends of the committee in committee business.
• Ensure that Committee membership reflects a balanced composition with regard to
geography, gender, race, ethnicity, and organizational affiliation.
• Create active focus groups or sub‐committees for specific data areas.
• Maintain active participation in cross‐cutting sub‐committees and task forces through
membership participation.

Research
A sub-group of ABJ20 has been organized to (a) revitalize the existing ABJ20 research problem
statements in the Research Needs Statements (RSN) database ( http:rns.trb.org/), (b)
collaborate with other committees on future research needs, (c) actively pursue funding for the
highly rated research needs, and (d) improve the dissemination process for completed research
results and advances to all.
Proposed changes in scope
No changes in the scope or title are needed now.

Committee History
Committee website
https://sites.google.com/site/trbcommitteeabj20/
Membership gender and racial diversity
Geographic distribution of membership
Professional affiliation distribution of membership
Subcommittees
Bike and Pedestrian
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Sub‐Committee goal is to develop standardized national data
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structures that allow for accessibility and integration of non‐motorized datasets which guide and
support traffic management, travel demand modeling, safety studies, and generally nonmotorized planning and research efforts. The sub‐committee is jointly sponsored by ABJ35 Travel
Demand Monitoring Committee (lead), ANF20 Bicycle Transportation Committee, ANF10
Pedestrian Committee, and the ABJ40 Travel Survey Methods Committee.
Roadway Safety Data
The objective of the Transportation Research Board Subcommittee on Safety Data is to promote
research and technology transfer activities that will improve statewide safety data management
systems with the aim of reducing the number of fatal and severe injuries on all public roads. The scope
of this subcommittee is focused on roadway safety data systems (roadway, traffic, crash) on all public
roads. The Subcommittee is jointly sponsored by ABJ20 Statewide Transportation Data and
Information Systems (lead), ANB10 Transportation Safety Management and ABJ60 Geographic
Information Science and Applications.
Other committee relationships
ABJ20 maintains close formal and informal relationships with many different committees. ABJ20
will strive to identify a specific liaison for each of the following committees and will entertain
expanding/reducing committee relationships to ensure alignment with the direction of ABJ20.
Initial committees identified for liaisons include, but are not limited to the following:
ABC30: Performance Measurement
ABC40: Transportation Asset Management
ABJ10: National Transportation Data Requirements and Programs
ABJ30: Urban Transportation Data and Information Systems
ABJ35: Highway Traffic Monitoring
ABJ40: Travel Survey Methods
ABJ50: Information Systems and Technology
ABJ60: Geographic Information Science and Applications
ABJ95: Visualization in Transportation
ADA10: Statewide Multimodal Transportation Planning
AHB15: Intelligent Transportation Systems
AHD10: Surface Transportation Weather
AHD65: Winter Maintenance
AHB20: Freeway Operations
ANF10: Pedestrians
ANF20: Bicycle Transportation
ANB20: Safety Data, Analysis, and Evaluation
AB010T: Task Force on Knowledge Management
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